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C
O PI NION
I Time to Take a Moral Inventory?
N We have no letters to the editor this month, so

I thought I’d take the opportunity to shine a flashlight
on an ugly topic that has come up a lot around our
fellowship lately. I’m talking about “thirteen-stepping.”
To anyone unfamiliar, this means when a person with
some time in sobriety pursues someone who is very
new to the program with romantic or sexual intentions.
I’ve heard it said at podium level that AA is a safe
place, but not everyone in AA is safe. Too many in
our fellowship have found this to be true. New to
sobriety and to the rooms of AA, they have found
themselves approached by individuals with some time
in the program whose motives are something other than
helping a newcomer achieve sobriety.
These new members – often but not always women
– are inexperienced in AA, and are ill-equipped to
handle such situations. Instances aren’t always dire or
malicious in intent, and I’ll hold back a rant so as not to
scare off any new members. Suffice to say – and let
me be very clear that this is my opinion – that anyone
coming into the rooms for the first time should be given
the space to (and not actively impeded from) build
the foundation necessary to hold onto their seat.
While “thirteen-stepping” is pretty universally
deplored, there are definitely different opinions on

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
dating in early sobriety, ranging from “each person’s
program and path is their own” to “wait a year (or
more)” before getting into a new relationship. Most of
us know people who met in early recovery and went
on to have beautiful, healthy, fulfilling relationships.
The difference is that when a person with time
engages with a newcomer, they are not engaging with
someone in a healthy place, someone with a strong
foundation in recovery. Whether or not the intentions
are predatory, this behavior has the very real potential
to cause harm. Possibly serious harm. We all know
what happens when we try to make mortar without
sand.
There needs to be a discussion on this topic for the
sake of our newcomers. I personally take issue with the
suggestion that a newcomer should stick solely to men’s
or women’s meetings. There is, after all, a lot to be
gained from mixed meetings. But more to the point, we
have a responsibility to make sure that all meetings are
safe for our newcomers. This means calling out the
behavior when we see it, and maybe even keeping a
closer eye on our newer members.
I don’t presume to have the answers, but I do have
the honor and privilege of this forum as your trusted
servant, so I’m bringing it up. Let’s discuss.
– Stephanie L.

QUOTABLE CORNER

“

Ask any current or former member of Alcoholics Anonymous what they remember most about AA,
and one of the first things they will say is “the sayings.” Typically, this will be accompanied with a
nostalgic smile or a caustic shake of the head. Spend any time in the rooms and you will develop
opinions about the “AAisms” we all know so well. It is not my intention to cover the time-honored
quotations in this new editorial feature. I plan to capture a couple (at least one and no more than
three) per month. Some are funny, some thoughtful, but all are poignant and stated in AA meetings.

”

“You can let the pain move through you or you can move through the pain.
Moving through the pain is called your Fourth Step.”
“There are times that I wish I could just record my ex-wife after
three chardonnays and give it to my sponsor as my Fourth Step.”
– JD D.
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My Second Fourth Step: A Solution for a Resentment
In my first year of sobriety, I had an upfront service commitment at my large
home group meeting. One night, I
overheard a well-known home group
member share a compliment with my
commitment counterpart. My curiosity led
me to quickly interject and ask for her
opinion on my
performance .
That was a big
mistake. She
didn’t hesitate
to
honestly
share
her
thoughts – and
they
weren’t
positive.
Mortified and
hurt, I left the
c o n v e r sa t i o n
fuming. I quickly found my sponsor, and
ranted to her about this person and her
unfair assessment of me. But I didn’t stop
there. I went on to share all of the gory
details with other members. Ah yes, a
resentment was born.
When I talked to my sponsor about the
situation the next day (as you can imagine, I
was obsessing about it all night), she
encouraged me to complete a Fourth Step
inventory. Frankly, I was surprised by the
suggestion, because I had already taken all
the Steps. I mean, that seemed like a lot to
do to resolve my small, petty resentment
toward this AA member. But I took her
suggestion because she’s always been right
about these types of situations.
What I realized in the process of doing
that inventory was that I needed
a powerful, spiritual solution even for
minor offenses – and an inventory is just
that. Completing an inventory shifts the
focus away from the person I resent and

believe to be the entire problem to me and
my character defects. Once I see my part –
selfishness, fear, self-seeking, jealousy,
pride, or dishonesty – I can see that the
other person is not entirely to blame.
Finally, I am reminded that we are all
striving for spiritual growth, especially in
times like this,
and that helps
me to forgive.
U p o n
completing that
inventory,
I
worked Steps
Five through
Seven. First, I
shared it with
my
sponsor
because
I
needed
her
input to see my part in its entirety. After
talking with her, I humbly
admitted the defects we identified in the
inventory, and asked God to remove them.
Through working these Steps, I was able to
forgive the person for what she said, and
my resentment lifted; I felt relief at last.
Resentment chips away at the serenity
I’ve come to enjoy as a result of taking the
Steps, so I want to be free of it. Since I am
a sick alcoholic with a propensity toward
resentment, I’ve completed many
inventories since that second one, and
every time I do, I experience the same
freedom. As a result, the inventory tool has
saved relationships with coworkers,
friends, family, and fellow AA members –
including that fellow home group
member. If an inventory can give me peace
of mind and enable me to maintain
relationships, I'd say it’s worth the time and
effort, wouldn't you?
– Anonymous

Fears 101: Finding Courage through Step Four
“This is fears 101,” a previous
sponsor’s voice still rings in my head
when I consider Step Four.
My first attempt at an inventory was
sincere. Yet my digging was shallow. In an
attempt to impress, I listed such gems as
spiders, sharks, and others one could find
by Googling “common fears.” All
legitimate anxieties, mind you. I was
missing the point, though, going for
quantity over quality. Admitting my fear
of sharks wasn’t going to help me uncover
defects that would keep me from having a
connection with a spiritual power or my
fellow man.
After a harrowing four-year relapse and
ultimate return to AA, my desperation was
extreme. With the clarity that came with
that surrender, I enthusiastically dug
deeper into the Fourth Step with my
sponsor. I also sought instructions from
workshops. By following this experience
and direction, I got a firmer grasp. This
Step was not just accounting, but pattern
recognition. What behaviors and attitudes
did I have that were not useful to me or
those around me? How was I in my own
way? Approaching the Step with this
attitude, being fearless was easier. I wanted
to truly know myself. Then I could
continue working to be rid of what made
me miserable. I was not so reticent to dig.
I learned that I was insecure and
judgmental. I feared that I was insufficient
in any endeavor. Turning this outward, I
tarred the world, its people, and God with
this same brush. The Big Book says, “It is
plain that a life which includes deep
resentment leads only to futility and
unhappiness.” That shoe plainly fit me.
Now I had a clearer idea why. After
sharing my Fourth Step, I was
emboldened to take the other seven.

Our Steps promise a spiritual
awakening, not perfection. After years of
happy sobriety, I stubbornly made
decisions that resulted in a less devastating
relapse. I am in the midst of a new Fourth
Step. More is continuously revealed as we
keep practicing recovery. Here are a few
things that have struck me this time: First,
it was simpler to get resentments down;
practicing Step Ten before my relapse
meant fewer buried issues. Second, I listed
more resentments than I expected to. I
thought I was practicing Step Ten well!
Third, my fears outnumbered my
resentments – the opposite of my prior
inventories. Last, while seeing more fears,
I was bolder about listing them. Courage
is, after all, the principle behind Step Four.
Every time I take the Fourth Step, God
grants me more faith and removes more
dread. My current inventory is in progress.
I already feel a difference in attitude. My
grip on resentment is more like holding a
kite, not a tug-of-war. I attribute this to
“praying for the person or thing you
resent.” I’ve found that tool to be
powerfully effective. My fear of revealing
shortcomings is reduced. A friend noted
recently, “You’re very forthcoming these
days.” I pray that I remain so.
I’ve seventy-five days sober as of this
writing, yet I feel a confidence I’ve not
had in sobriety. Not my old bravado of
the man with too many years and not
enough days. The confidence that I am a
child of God, no better or worse than any
man; that God loves me, no matter how
“good” or “bad” I am. I know in my heart
that this courage and faith is bolstered by
Step Four.
And for the record, I still put sharks on
my fears list.
– Jeff S.

The Profound Peace that Comes from Step Four
For years and years, there were only
three ways my night could end. The first
and most common way was to pass out
dead drunk. Hopefully, I had pointed
myself in the general direction of the bed,
so I would wake up there after what was
the closest thing to a good night’s sleep
that I could get. Another course was that I
would go to bed with a still-raging
hangover – the all-day variety where your
head pounds and pounds, where the
thought of alcohol makes you wretch,
where you shake yourself to “sleep.” There
was a third option that happened rarely
and only when some outside power
prevented me from drinking – to stare at
the ceiling all night and catalogue the
wrongs that people had perpetrated against
me that day.
When I got sober, the first two were no
longer options and I was left with number
three. That’s what I did for quite a while. I
spent the dark nights composing emails in
my head, emails that I fully intended to
send the minute I walked into the office. I
practiced speeches over and over that I
would imagine myself delivering to my
kid’s teachers, my coworkers, and my
neighbors that would put them in their
place and let them know I was not a
person to be trifled with. Of course, in the
bright light of the morning, none of these
thoughts were coherent enough to be
delivered. My words had lost their sting
and my imagined troubles were somewhat
less than they were the night before.
As I started to dive into the program of
AA, my sponsor knew I was angry. He
knew I had been wronged by any number
of people. He knew I was lying awake all
night thinking of ways to get back at them.
When he said he had a solution for me, I
was ecstatic. I was sure he was going to

help me set them straight – perhaps even
accompany me to confront them and back
me up when I gave them all a piece of my
mind.
Instead, he had an easier, softer way.
“Pray for them,” he told me matter-offactly. “Pray that they get everything they
want. Pray for their happiness. Pray that
their lawn grows green and lush, but so
slowly that they never need to mow
them.”
Prior to this, I had inklings that my
sponsor was insane, but now I knew it.
What kind of madness was this? What
terrible advice! That was the exact opposite
of what I wanted for them. “I hate these
people,” I thought. “They can all go
straight to hell.” Later that night (or was it
morning?) after I had written all the emails
in my head, after I had composed all the
next day’s monologues, I was, not
surprisingly, still unable to sleep. I
ruminated on what my sponsor had said.
Out of options, I chose the one person I
had the most resentment toward, and I
prayed for him. I wished that he would get
everything he wanted. Not everything he
deserved, but everything he wanted and
everything he needed. I then fell asleep.
At that particular point, I may have
been sober for a few months, but I think
of that day as the day I started the
program in earnest. It was then that I
realized what Alcoholic Anonymous had
to offer – how it could teach me a new
way to live. I learned that I wasn’t the
center of the universe, that my salvation
laid in others, and that some – if not all –
of my problems were of my own making.
Every day I take advantage of the
wonders of the Fourth Step. My way of
looking at life has completely changed, not
only for the things that happen to me, but

for the things yet to happen. The
perspective that comes with working the
Fourth Step has saved my life. Before, I
was angry, unsatisfied, and full of hate.
Now, when I start to feel those things
coming on, I can visualize the columns of
the Fourth Step worksheet and understand
the root of those feelings, and easily
prevent the resentment, fear, and
uneasiness from taking root.
The other evening, I was walking down
the street on the way to a meeting. A
woman in a big SUV pulled into the
driveway right in front of me. While I

certainly was in no danger, I felt that she
wasn’t treating me with the respect I
deserved. In my past life, I might have
chased her down, explained to her just
how important I was, and – as I’ve heard
it said – bludgeoned her with my
correctness. Instead, in a fraction of a
second, I realized I was wearing black
pants, a black jacket, black shoes, and it
was dark. It was my fault she didn’t see me
– I was practically invisible.
You cannot put a price on that kind of
peace.
– Doug S.

Courage No Longer Has to Come from a Bottle
As a teenager and young adult, there
were certain people, places, and things I
avoided simply because I did not have
courage to face them. Upon reaching the
legal drinking age of 21, I found alcohol
and the effect it produced for me, which
resembled courage. Voila! I Now that I
had easy access to this magic elixir – I
could use it for anything and everything I
“needed” it for ...including courage.
I toted my “courage in a bottle” with
me wherever I went, even storing it in my
handbags, totes, carryalls, and so on. With
easy access to my “courage in a bottle,” I
could get through anything.
I found myself “popping in” to all sorts
of places (restrooms, for example) so I
could “chug” on my bottle and be on my
way to where courage was needed, such as
some appointments, shopping ... especially
parties and holiday celebrations, for which
I also used my “courage” to buy gifts out
of my price range (and of course later
regret it when the bills came in).
At luncheon dates, dinner dates, house
parties ... I never wanted to appear like a
young lady who liked her alcohol too

much, so to keep up my with my
socializing, and to keep me comfortable in
conversation, it was off to the ladies room
for a little reinforcement, thank God for
my “courage from my bottle.”
Fast forward to my joining AA. I was
not familiar with the Serenity Prayer until I
got to the rooms. As it was said at the
opening of every meeting, I began to
understand it. And oh my gosh, God gave
me exactly what I needed in that short and
to-the-point prayer. That was one of my
miracles of this program: Acceptance,
courage, and wisdom!
I learned that by “letting go and letting
God,” God could and would do for me
what I could not do for myself, which
meant giving me courage, as needed, in
any and all situations I might find myself
in that required courage.
There it was. One day at a time, I could
find and keep my courage, by being willing
to trust God, clean house, and work
(work, work, work!) with others, sharing
with my ladies, with courage, all that could
be theirs – ours – and all by God’s grace.
– Danette G.

Step Four: I’m Just Not Ready Yet...
Who can positively describe the
dynamics of alcoholic thinking? No one
can, as it is as diverse as the number of
alcoholics in the world. So how can
anyone have the definite answers to any of
the multitude of difficulties that we face?
We do find different ideas of how to
address so-called problems that give us a
s t a rt
toward
red uc in g
t he
effects that those
problems have on
us, until they are
no
longer
interfering with
our
mental
calmness. If we
are diligent about
it, we will eventually find a place of
acceptance that is hard to describe.
I was in the Navy when I entered
Alcoholics Anonymous in the late 1960s,
and was desperate enough to seek out AA
for myself, with no coercion from the
outside world. I’ve never had a problem
with Step One or the not drinking part of
the program, and honestly, I have never
wanted a drink from that very first day,
which brings us to the rest of the Steps. I
hear stories all the time about people with
long-term sobriety who have relapses, and
that seems to contradict the first sentence
in chapter five in the Big Book, which
says, “Rarely have we seen a person fail
who has thoroughly followed our path.”
I’ve heard it said that the cofounders
wanted to change the word “Rarely” to
“Never.”
One of the reasons I see that may
answer the question about why old-timers
just decide to drink again with long-term
sobriety may be the half measures
approach to Steps Four and Five. This is

not to criticize them for being unable to
take that risk at the time, for we know
how difficult it is to overcome the shame
and embarrassment of our past behaviors.
These fears are also symptoms of the
disease of alcoholism, and no one can
judge another for not being able to bring
them to disclose these things too soon.
My
first
attempt at Step
Four happened
right before my
one-year sobriety
anniversary. I was
doing the best I
could at the time,
based on my
s h a l l o w
understanding of this process that we are
supposed to go through. I then received
orders to be shipped out to the Western
Pacific, so I folded up my composition
book containing my Fourth Step and
stowed it away. I spent most of those four
months at sea on an oil tanker, absent of
any AA meetings, and I had a lot of time
to think about what I was going to do
when I got back.
When I did arrive home, I unpacked
that composition book and started to read
what I had written as a Fourth Step, and I
became aware of how shallow my thinking
had been at the time I was writing it. I
destroyed all that dribble I had written and
started over again, and went on to revisit
all “those tormenting ghosts of yesterday”
in a somewhat fearless and thorough way.
I believe that doing it that way was the
cornerstone of all the rest of my Steps. In
time I addressed all of the rest of the Steps
with as much courage and thoroughness
as I could muster, and the results are an
unshakable framework for life. If,

however, I wasn’t strong enough to revisit
that Step after four months, and had gone
ahead with the original Fourth Step prior
to my flying out to the Far East, I may
have convinced myself that I had done it,
and went on with a half-hearted effort,
which would have amounted to a façade
that could have led me to be satisfied with
“Just not picking up today.”
The only way that I can see to bridge
the difference between the half measures
approach and the fearless and thorough approach
is to be honest with myself about being in
fear concerning the things I’m not willing
to disclose in Steps Four and Five.
Denying them slams the door on the rest
of the program. Admitting that they exist
would be leaving the door open to getting
back to them when we have a little more
AA under our belt. If, on the other hand,
we attempt to slip by with the half

measures approach, we may not ever want
to admit to them later, and that would be
tragic, and dangerous, and could end in a
relapse after some serious years of
sobriety. Some of these things take time,
and we should not be made to rush into
them at the expense of self honesty – the
simple acknowledgment,” I know I must,
but I’m just not ready yet.”
These things will not go away by
themselves, but one day you may run
across someone that you feel you could
trust with your life and be willing to take
the risk. This is an approach that no one
who counts will ever fault you for. It’s
very important to keep it clean. As
William Shakespeare famously penned,
“This above all, to thine own self be true,
and it must follow as the night the day,
thou cans’t not then be false to any man.”
– Rick R.

A Unilateral Approach to Step Four
When my sponsees and I take Step
Three, we read from the top of page 64 in
the Big Book. The paragraph states,
“Though our decision was a vital and
crucial step, it could have little permanent
effect unless at once followed by a
strenuous effort to face, and to be rid of,
the things in ourselves which had been
blocking us.” For us, this is the inventory
step. I tell each sponsee that I have
unilaterally determined “at once” to be 48
hours from taking Step Three.
I then get a yellow, legal-sized pad of
paper and draw three vertical lines creating
four columns and make the following
headings from left to right at the top of
the four columns: “Who Am I Mad
At?” (the infamous resentment column),
“Why?”, “How This Affects Me,” and
“My Part.”
I ask him to think of all the anger he
still feels from his past toward people,
institutions (police, IRS), or principles
(“honesty is the best policy”). I explain it’s
important to write down and never across.
After he’s written on paper everything he
still harbors anger over, I tell him to go to
the column entitled “Why?” and write
down a few words that were the cause for
this feeling. His assignment is to complete
these two columns in week one.
When he comes back, I will not read
what he has written nor will we discuss it,
unless he has particular questions. I am a
guide. He will do all “the heavy lifting.”
My duty is to help him find his truth.
At our second meeting, I ask him to
review the matrix on page 65 of the Big
Book, paying close attention to the
column entitled “Affects My.” He can use
these suggestions to help him identify how
his resentments are affecting his life. He
can use other expressions, but these are

helpful in completing the third column.
The final column on the resentment
inventory is “My Part.” I ask him to go
over in his mind all the circumstances that
were associated with this anger, and
determine how he contributed to the
situation. I advise him that this is often
not easy, but all that counts is
thoroughness and honesty.
After another week working on these
columns, we have our regular meeting.
Often, he may have some difficulty with
the “My Part” column. I try to be as
helpful as possible without telling him
what he should write down. Here it is
important that I remind myself that the
inventory is his, that I am a guide and not
an author.
We turn the page over and inventory
fear. I demonstrate with two columns:
One is entitled “I Am Afraid Of” and the
second is “Why.” I usually offer an
example like: “I’m afraid of relapse.” The
second column would read: “I’ve relapsed
before.” By week three, he’s completed his
fears inventory.
The inventory process concludes on
our fourth and final meeting, when we
discuss, very carefully, the sexual
inventory. I make it clear that we are not
going to write down every sexual
encounter. The Big Book encourages us to
be sensible when it comes to these
matters. We want to write about conduct
where we had been selfish, dishonest or
inconsiderate. Where had we caused
suspicion, jealousy or bitterness? In other
words, this was to be a sexual misconduct
inventory. He spends a week reviewing
this important area of his life and we are
finished. Before he leaves, I ask him to
read the sections of the Big Book that deal
with Steps Six and Seven, as on our next

meeting we will do Step Five. He will
complete all three Steps (Five, Six and
Seven) on that day.
This inventory process takes four
weeks to complete. The sponsee and I
have four meetings, and I have broken
down each week’s assignment into doable
tasks. I have found it is essential that the
sponsee is very clear on what he has to do
next and that he only focuses on the task

at hand. Sometimes I ask him to repeat
what he will be doing that week so there is
no misunderstanding.
This process is simple, has momentum
and a sense of urgency. The Step is
spiritual in nature and, I believe, can be
completed by any human being with
guidance and a degree of willingness.
– Billy D.
Reprinted from the April 2011 issue of The Grapevine.

Tradition Four: It’s All About Autonomy
This tradition tells us that “each group
should be autonomous, except in matters
affecting other groups or AA as a whole.”
On the surface, this concept is quite
simple and straightforward. According to
Webster’s Dictionary, autonomy means
that individual groups can think and act
independently. This eliminates any central
authority or hierarchical relationship
amongst the thousands of AA meeting
groups. Reasonably straightforward.
On a much deeper level, investigation
of the word “autonomous” yields a more
complex meaning. According to Kant,
autonomy would mean that AA groups
ought to act in accordance with their
moral duty rather than selfish desires. I’m
not implying that Bill W. had this in mind
when writing the Fourth Tradition.
Nonetheless, it is a worthy aspiration for
those of us who help in the selfmanagement of AA meeting groups.

I would like to provide a final
perspective by taking from the words of
Dr. Bob. On the day before he passed
away in November of 1950, Bob told his
friend Bill, “Remember Bill, let’s not louse
this thing up. Let’s keep it simple.” There
is a beautiful, Midwestern, practical
country doctor wisdom in those words.
Frankly, it sums up all the Traditions.
There is no formal organization. There is
no control to be exercised over others.
We can run our individual groups how we
see fit, provided we do not mess up other
groups’ efforts to keep the alcoholic sober
or act in a manner that reflects negatively
on the program as a whole.
Whether you turn to Bill W., Dr. Bob,
Noah Webster, or Immanuel Kant, it is
important to remember that an AA group
is its own entity, but should aspire to
follow a moral duty and keep it simple.
– JD D.

AA Traditions Checklist
These questions were originally published in the Grapevine in conjunction with a series of articles
on the Twelve Traditions that ran from November 1969 to September 1971. They continue to
have great relevance and we hope you find them helpful. The complete “Traditions Checklist” is
available at Central Office. We will continue to publish a tradition each month for the rest of
2017.

Tradition Four:

Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or AA as a whole.
1. Do I insist that there are only a few right ways of doing things in AA?
2. Does my group always consider the welfare of the rest of AA? Of nearby groups? Of
loners in Alaska? Of internationalists miles from port? Of a group in Rome or El Salvador?
3. Do I put down other members’ behavior when it is different from mine, or do I learn
from it?
4. Do I always bear in mind that, to those outsiders who know I am in AA, I may to some
extent represent our entire beloved Fellowship?
5. Am I willing to help a newcomer go to any lengths—his lengths, not mine—to stay sober?
6. Do I share my knowledge of AA tools with other members who may not have heard of
them?

Concept Four: Workers Participate in Decisions
People are sometimes surprised by
certain facts about AA service, such as: that
we have three corporations working for us
in New York, that a third of the Trustees
responsible for those corporations are nonalcoholics (who serve long hours for no
pay), or that we pay our professional staff
at those corporations a competitive wage.
And when you tell people about the
General Service Conference that’s held in
New York every spring, where AA’s
biggest policy decisions are made, two
things often surprise them. One is that the
93 elected delegates, sent by the groups, do
not have to vote the way the groups tell
them to. And another is that up to a third
of the people talking and voting at the
Conference are not elected delegates, but
instead are from the corporations – the
trustees, directors, and even a few of those
well-paid staff members.
These two things seems to conflict with
Tradition Two. If a Higher Power speaks
through the groups, shouldn’t the groups
elect delegates who vote exactly as they are
told to? And if someone wasn’t elected by
the groups, shouldn’t we exclude them
from voting?
In his writing on Concept Four, Bill
imagines that exact scenario: The groups
elect delegates who are meek messengers,
voting exactly as they are instructed by their
areas, and only these obedient robots can
speak or vote at the Conference. Everyone
else, from the corporate trustees and
directors, to the executive editor of the
Grapevine and the general manager of AA
World Services, to the dozen-or-so alcoholic
staffers who handle tens of thousands of
our calls and emails every year, would be
“called into committee meetings only to
make suggestions and reports, answer
questions, and receive orders.”

Instead, in Concept Four, Bill says that
everyone who works at a given level of
service should have a vote at that level,
including people who do front-line work
such as editing a magazine, managing a
corporation, and taking calls on group
issues, corrections, public information,
treatment, accessibilities, and so on. Some
of his reasons are simple and practical –
because we need their knowledge, because
they must do the actual work, because we
value them and want them to feel included.
Two other reasons come from loftier
principles that appear often throughout the
Concepts. One is that responsibility and
authority should always go together: We
never give anybody one without the other.
So we “trust our trusted servants” with a
real voice and a vote. And the second is
that to do otherwise is “tyranny” – ruling
by forceful authority. That’s just not who
we are, and by encouraging our workers to
speak up, we reduce the chance that we’ll
ever become that way. There should rarely
be any use of forceful or “ultimate”
authority anywhere in our service structure,
even as we delegate responsibility and
authority from the groups, to the delegates,
to the trustees and directors, to the
managers and staff. In our group decision
process at any of those levels, there should
never be any superiors or inferiors. Just
AA’s trusted servants working together.
Which brings us to Concept Four:
“Throughout our Conference structure, we
ought to maintain at all responsible levels a
traditional ‘Right of Participation,’ taking
care that each classification or group of our
world servants shall be allowed a voting
representation in reasonable proportion to
the responsibility that each must discharge.”
– Jim F.
Reprinted from the March 2016 issue of The COIN

H&I: A Lifeline for Fellows at Soledad State Prison
In January, we had the second annual
CTF Soledad Conference at Soledad State
Prison. It was incredible! What never
ceases to amaze me is the commonality we
all have. We
had
AAs
from
all
across
the
Bay Area and
California, as
well as from
Washington,
Illinois,
Florida,
Oklahoma,
and
the
U n i t e d
Kingdom. We
had all sorts
of different
folks, with all
sorts
of
different
backgrounds,
and all sorts
of different
stories,
all
with one common solution. I have to say
that what we’ve been given in Alcoholics
Anonymous is a freedom that I never
imagined possible, let alone even existed.
We’ve been given a community to belong
to.
Something you may not hear much
about is the willingness to sacrificially give
that these AAs are teaching us through
their example. In The Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, there is a sentence in the
chapter on the Twelfth Step that says,
“When the Twelfth Step is seen in its full

implication, it is really talking about the
type of love that has no price tag on
it” (page 106). I can speak from personal
experience that we are truly being loved
with no price tag
– with no
s t r i n g s
attached.
Week
in,
week,
out,
these
H&I
AAs are here
– even in the
pouring-down
rain, even on
Christmas
morning so
we can have a
meeting;
s h a r i n g
personal
experiences,
comforting us
and
then
laughing with
us, donating
coffee,
Big
Books, paper and pens for Fourth Step
workshops… the list goes on and on.
My experience with being cared for in
this way has truly shifted to another level
after meeting these H&Is from the San
Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and
Santa Cruz fellowships. As a result of
strong sponsorship, willing desperation to
take action, and the fellowship of AA, we
on the inside get to experience the true
sunlight of the spirit. I remember reading
that sentence on the Twelfth Step after
the first Soledad conference and reflecting

on how I felt about a friend I had met in
the program. I felt overwhelmed with
gratitude, humility, and love. I remember
thinking, “This is grace.” I had watched
her interact with a demanding and sick
individual with kindness, patience, and
gentleness. She was the example of God’s
grace – no price tag.
That experience has continued. Some
of the faces have changed, but it’s
continued to grow. Our small fellowship
here at Soledad is expanding and being
nurtured by the “no price tag” love of our
greater fellowship. That is what this thing
is all about. Paco D. shared with me
something that his sponsor, Ben W., had
said, and I think it fits perfectly: “Our job
is to comfort the disturbed, and disturb
the comfortable.” That’s it. When we love

with no expectations, we can be present,
speak difficult truths, offer kind words,
and reach those who have no solution.
Thank you to that woman in AA who
was the embodiment of grace. Thank you
to our brothers and sisters in San
Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and
Santa Cruz – you are our example of what AA
truly looks like. Some of us have needed to
be disturbed out of our familiar, alcoholic
comfort. Some of us have needed to be
comforted in the midst of our disturbed,
alcoholic insanity. Thank you for being
willing to be present. It is in the love of
our sober community that we’ve been
given exactly what we needed. Thank you,
Alcoholics Anonymous, for setting a
bunch of prisoners free, with no price tag.
– Chris W.

Most AA history references the naming
of the Big Book. Initially, it was supposed
to be called The Way Out. Two years in
and what the first forty members
discovered was that there were twelve
other books with the title The Way Out. A
decision was made to NOT become the
thirteenth, so the title Alcoholics Anonymous
was chosen.
But where did the name “Alcoholics
Anonymous” come from? There is an
audio recording of Bill W. from
November 16, 1950 (digitally remastered
so its quality is decent). Recorded on the
day Dr. Bob died, it’s a great glimpse into
AA history. In this recording, Bill talks
about parts of his story, early AA, Ebby
driving his car into some woman’s living
room then asking for a cup of coffee, the

significance of Armistice Day, how six
steps became twelve, as well as his story
about how AA got its name.
It is well worth listening to. I think the
funniest and perhaps the most twisted
part is how the name “Alcoholics
Anonymous” came to be. According to
Bill, he was in a meeting. A guy sitting
near him was there from Bellevue
Hospital. At the time, Bellevue Hospital
was well known for housing very seriously
mentally ill patients. Somehow, one of
these patients was at this AA meeting,
though clearly not of sound mind. As he
sat there, he kept mumbling to himself,
“anonymous alcoholics, anonymous
alcoholics….”
Discussing the book title later with the
group, another member suggested
swapping the words to make the name
Alcoholics Anonymous. Of course, this
became the name of both our book and
our program. The rest, as they say, is
history!
Note: The audio recording of this talk
on YouTube is incomplete. A complete
version, which starts with Bill reading a
telegram from Dr. Bob’s children, can be
found by searching the web for “Bill W.
Alcoholics Anonymous day Dr. Bob died.”
The recording is approximately 120
minutes long. AA is self-supporting
through member contributions, so none
of these sites are directly associated with
Alcoholics Anonymous. This recording is
available in the public domain and is free
of charge.
– Anonymous

On March 18, more than 475 members
and their families came out to the Lincoln
Glen Church in San Jose to enjoy the tenth
annual Santa Clara County Intergroup
Central Office Chili Cook-Off.
Twenty teams from meetings all over
Santa Clara County competed for bragging
rights. Sufficient Substitute, the weekday
noon meeting at Dwell Christian Church in
Willow Glen, won first place, followed by
the Happy Destiny women’s meeting
(Tuesdays at noon at Holy Cross Lutheran
Church in Los Gatos), and the One Day at
a Time, meeting affectionately called
ODAAT (which meets seven days a week
at 6 a.m. at Trinity Presbyterian Church in
San Jose).
The main hall at Lincoln Glen Church
was transformed for the day with brightly
colored signs and tablecloths and beautiful
chili-themed flower arrangements made by
Michelle E. and The COIN’s own Jessica B.
Classic Eighties music during the setup
hours gave way to happy chatter and

laughter as attendees sampled homemade
chili and cornbread and enjoyed root beer
floats. Jon M. represented last year’s
winner, the Spiritual Progress Group of
Los Gatos, as MC for the day, and Christi
M. secretaried the meeting, during which
ODAAT’s own Jim H. shared his story of
experience, strength, and hope.
The event raised over $2,500 for
Central Office, making a dent in the
prudent reserve shortfall (which was about
$14,000 as of February).
The event was the second one
organized by Central Office Activities
Chair Ken M., who by all accounts did a
fantastic job in organizing and publicizing
the event, getting teams to sign up and
participate, managing all the various
details, and bringing in volunteers to help
the day of.
The only thing we can improve on for
next year? We promise not to run out of
root beer floats!
– Stephanie L.

My Group Just Elected Me Secretary, Now What?
This is not a comprehensive “how to,”
just a few suggestions from experience.
Central Office also holds a great Secretary
Workshop once a month. You can find
more information about the date and time
on the calendar in this issue or at
aasanjose.org. The pamphlet “The AA
Group” also has good information!
Each group or meeting is autonomous.
This is the basis of Tradition Four. What it
means is that each group decides how that
particular meeting should function and
flow. The secretary’s role is to run the
meeting according to the decisions made
previously, usually by group conscience.
The group has also decided other things
like whether to elect or assign service
positions. Some meetings have chosen to
have a small representative committee to
make any general changes or additions.
The best way to find out how your
meeting makes these decisions is to ask a
few people who are regular members at
that meeting. The key piece of information
here is that it’s the group – not the
secretary – who decides how the meeting
is run.

Finding a Chairperson
Any sober member of AA may be a
chairperson. Some groups have guidelines
about suggested lengths of sobriety. Most
meetings will want chairpersons who have
successfully worked the Steps (or are
working the Steps) rather than people who
are very new to sobriety. It’s best to ask the
previous secretary and/or other regular
members of the meeting about the
guidelines, if they aren’t written
somewhere.
Whom to ask? Remember those phone
numbers that members suggested you
collect when you were new? They are a

great starting point. Most will have some
time in the program and will have worked
the Steps. It’s sometimes uncomfortable to
ask, though like everything else, it gets
easier the more we practice.
It’s often suggested that secretaries
venture out to other meetings to find
chairpersons rather than to only ask
regular attendees. This brings in different
perspectives, stories, and ideas for
maintaining sobriety. If you listen to
people who share, you’ll know the people
to ask. Most of the time, our gut or
intuition is a good measure for selecting a
good chair. Simply say that you
appreciated their message, tell them that
you secretary a meeting, and that would
like to have them come and share. If they
accept, exchange numbers and call them to
schedule. A lot of people appreciate a
“reminder call” a day or two before to
make sure they remember their
commitment. It also helps to have a
backup chairperson already picked out
amongst your regular members. This is
someone you know you can call on at the
last minute in the event that your
chairperson gets lost or stuck in traffic.
(Not to worry though – someone at the
meeting will always step up.)
Some meetings suggest that you also
ask regular members of your meeting who
are celebrating sobriety milestones.
Secretaries are responsible for letting
the chairperson know the format of the
meeting, often including the suggested
length of time they will speak for,
identifying a topic, if birthdays are being
celebrated, how to select members to
share, format (tag versus selection), etc.
Most of this can be found in the meeting
script, or you can ask the previous
secretary.

The Meeting Script
The meeting script is the guideline for
you to use to run the meeting. Usually it is
followed “as is” and is not changed. Most
groups have made adjustments to the
meeting script over many years and are
particular that the meeting continues using
the established format. The script is usually
located in a meeting binder, along with
copies of any readings (How It Works, the
Twelve Traditions, the Promises, etc.).
You should follow the meeting script as to
when those readings are done during the
meeting, among other procedural details.
Remember – you are a there to help keep the
meeting on track. The group is counting on
you to follow the meeting script and make
sure things flow, and start and end on

time. If your chairperson gets a little “longwinded” or wants to change the format,
it’s up to the secretary to provide a gentle
reminder about the group’s wishes for the
meeting. This can feel uncomfortable, but
it is for the good of the meeting.
The key takeaway is to know that being
secretary is an awesome opportunity. It
helps us to grow in our program and
enables us to become “a part of” the
group. We get to know the regular
members, and they get to know us. It also
helps us to really feel like we belong!
Remember, your fellow members are
rooting for you and want you to be
successful in this service commitment. If
you need help, just ask a member.
– Anonymous
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MEETING CHANGES
NEW

TIME CHANGE

LOCATION CHANGE

March 2017 Statistics
Daytime Phone Calls to Central Office.....293
Daytime 12-Step Calls...............................................4
(Evening 12-Step call information is not available.)
The Central Office website
receives an average of
15,000 hits each month!

I AM RESPONSIBLE…
WHEN ANYONE, ANYWHERE,
REACHES OUT FOR HELP,

I WANT THE HAND OF AA
ALWAYS TO BE THERE.

AND FOR THAT:
I AM RESPONSIBLE.
To all the members and groups who support us,
WE THANK YOU!

Please be responsible:
If there are any changes to your
meeting, location, format, or
your meeting is discontinued,
please contact Central Office
ASAP and update your
information. Don’t send a
newcomer to an empty room!

Birthday Contributions

Birthday Celebrant

Years

Contributions

Birthday

Kathleen H.

17

Kathleen H.

01/01/2000

David W.

29

David W.

03/06/1988

Allie M.

29

Mel & Daffy

03/06/1988

Wayne S.

37

Wayne S.

03/06/1980

Sue H.

6

Carol B., Mel & Daffy

03/10/2011

Fran F.

33

Mel & Daffy

03/11/1984

Beth P.

29

Mel & Daffy

03/16/1988

Micki C.

18

Mel & Daffy

03/16/1999

Julie G.

10

Julie N.

03/19/2007

Kathleen S.W.

11

Mel & Daffy

03/24/2006

219 Years of Sobriety!
If you would like to participate or to honor a friend, please use the birthday forms at
your meeting or at Central Office. Birthdays are listed in recognition of contributions
made to Central Office on a member’s behalf for a sobriety milestone, either by
themselves or for a friend, and will be listed in this section unless requested otherwise.

INTERGROUP MEETING MINUTES
March 1, 2017
• Robby W. Intergroup Chairperson, opened the meeting at 7:30 pm followed by a moment of silence
and the Serenity Prayer. Peter read the definition of Intergroup. Darcy read the Twelve Traditions.
• New Intergroup reps:
∙ Darcy, Second Tradition
∙ Tony, Los Altos
∙ Peter, Spiritual Awakening
• Visitors – none
• Birthdays:
∙ Darcy, 9 months
∙ Dave, 11 months
∙ Connie, 2 years
∙ Paul C., 38 years
• Observation of 7th Tradition – Michael H.
• Corrections or additions to the agenda – Please take notice of the change in the committee
reports line-up going forward.
• Corrections or additions to the previous month’s minutes – none
• Treasurer’s report – Michael H. (tonight’s collection: $119)
• 51 voting members present
Reports
Intergroup Chair, Robby W.
• As a reminder, please line up three deep for the committee reports. Be sure to highlight your
“take away.” Thanks to Desiree for the coffee and Larry H. for setting up and taking down our
PA system. Also, a big thank you to Larry P. for bringing our PA system from storage to
Intergroup and returning it.
Newsletter Committee (The COIN), Stephanie L.
• Please encourage your groups to write and submit stories. The topics for the April issue are
Step Four, Tradition Four, and the principal of courage. Members are also encouraged to write
on other topics. The deadline for the April issue is March 15.
Central Service Board Chair, Darcy S.
• February 23, 2017 meeting report; met with our CPA who walked us through 2016 Form 990
(501C non-profit organization tax return and disclosures); of note:
∙ Expenses less than 10k, more than last year
∙ Public support percentages: 2016 – 99.84%, 2015 – 99.81%
∙ Prudent reserve: $99,000 (six-month average monthly expenses)
∙ Purchased CD 2/8/17 reducing gap to approximately $14k
∙ Treasurers report: January contributions up 18% compared to January 2016 (24K vs. 20K)
∙ So far (as of meeting), February contributions average down approximately 10% (31K vs. 34K)
• Discussed Founders Day (June 10, 2017)
Central Office, Bruce K.
• Founders Day Banquet will be held on June 10. Details to date are as follows:
∙ Venue: Country Inns & Suites, 1300 Chesapeake Terrace, Sunnyvale
∙ Time: 6 pm–10ish; cost: $50 – buffet banquet
∙ Get your tickets early at Central Office; they’ll go fast and are limited to 100

• We’ve begun emailing The COIN, using Constant Contact® for our blasts. We modified our
template to be user-friendly on mobile devices and have received rave reviews to date. Open click
rates are up. It helps us to get the information out. Please help us get the word out so folks can join
our email list on or website. Those who still want mail can contact Central office to get on the list.
• Our goal is to become “Calendar Central.” Please help by letting us know of your activities. They
will appear on our website calendar as well as calendar at the office and in The COIN, allowing
us to inform folks about events, and helping us to avoid booking an event over another event.
• I attended the Northern California managers’ meeting in Oakland on February 24. Our Area
Delegate Joanne and Josh our “rock star” webmaster joined us. Josh was recognized for his
amazing work in developing tools, templates, and web designs. We are coming into the 21st
century sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly.
Daytime Office, Bruce K.
• Central Office needs volunteers to help cover phones Monday through Friday. Two years
sobriety is required as well as a good understanding of the Twelve Traditions. The following
shifts are available:
∙ Monday–Friday, 9 am – 11:30 am
∙ Monday–Friday, 11:30 am – 2 pm
∙ Monday–Friday, 2 pm – 4:30 pm
Nights and Weekends Diverter Coordinator, Dominic B.
• The Diverter is the nights and weekends portion of the 24/7 telephone outreach by our Central
Office. We take calls from people contacting AA, answer their questions and/or find a Twelfth Step
volunteer to work with them. The sobriety requirement is one year, and it is a one-year service
commitment. We strongly encourage your group members to attend a Diverter Workshop on the
third Saturday at 10 am at Central Office, or 7 pm before the Intergroup meeting.
• New volunteers are needed or current volunteers need to double up on their shifts. There are
six shifts currently open:
∙ First Sunday, 11 pm – 6 am
∙ Third Wednesday, 6 am – 9 am
∙ Third Wednesday, 4:30 pm – 7 pm
∙ Second Saturday, 9 am – noon
∙ Fourth Saturday, 6 am – 9 am
∙ Fifth Saturday, 9 am – noon
• Please contact Louie with any questions or interest in volunteering.
Secretary Workshop, Kathy
• The purpose of this workshop is to discuss the role of the Secretary. The secretary may be the
first person to greet the newcomer. The secretary’s role is also to facilitate the meeting, start
and end on time, choose the chairpersons, and read the preamble of Alcoholics Anonymous. The
workshop also discusses how to resolve disruptions during the meeting, and talks more generally
about how the Twelve Traditions are to the meeting what the Twelve Steps are to the individual.
• Encourage new secretaries or those wanting become a secretary to attend the workshop the
first Saturday of the month at 10 am at Central Office.
Outreach Committee, Susan P.
• There are 500 meetings within Santa Clara County with 45 Intergroup reps present tonight.
Please join us before next month Intergroup at 6:45 pm, and brainstorm on getting meetings
without Intergroup representation involved in Intergroup.

• Volunteer Intergroup reps and goodwill ambassadors are needed for the Intergroup table at the
Chili Cook-Off on March 18.
Twelfth Step Committee, Alex S.
• We are still looking for more volunteers. To make this service more accessible to members, I
offer my services to come meet members to orientate them. I can be contacted by phone to
arrange a time. Six months of sobriety is required. Thank you and I hope we can get some new
volunteers.
Website, Josh R.
• To make our website more attractive, and to make it more visually consistent with the other
sites in the area, we have set up a demo of a new site design at https://demo.aasanjose.org/ for
groups to review. If they have feedback (positive or negative), they may contact me through the
form linked on the home page. We are hoping to launch in a month, but there is not a firm
timetable and we will delay if there are major concerns expressed that we can’t easily remedy.
• Also, the WordPress meeting finder plugin that I developed for our website is in use on over
100 websites now, including 50 intergroups. It recently has been translated into Polish and is in
use on the Narcotics Anonymous site in Poland (https://www.anonimowinarkomani.org/
meetings/).
Activities Committee, Ken M.
• The Annual Chili Cook-Off is on Saturday March 18 from 12-3 pm at Lincoln Glen Church.
• A $10 donation is suggested. Tickets to sell to your groups will be available after the meeting.
Old/Ongoing Business (none)
New Business (none)
Other Service Committee Reports
Unity Day 2016, Greg C.
• Unity Day will be held on August 20 at the Milpitas Community Center. Details to come.
• The first volunteer representative meeting will be held at 7 pm on March 7 at 525 W. Alma in
San Jose.

NCCAA (no report)
PI/CPC (no report)
Hospitals and Institutions, Tommy O. (no report)
Bridging the Gap, Jane
• Volunteers are needed. Meetings are held the third Monday of each month at 7 pm at First
Congregational Church, 1980 E. Hamilton Avenue, San Jose.
• Volunteers are sought to write letters to people in jail within our area.

North County General Service, Mary M.
• District 04 and District 40 are holding the Agenda Topics Workshop on Saturday March 18
from 12 pm to 3:30 pm at the Alano Club of San Jose. One of our speakers will be Area
Officer Erica S., Assembly Coordinator for the area. Please let any GSRs from your home
groups know about the workshop; fliers are available on the table outside. If you want a copy
the Agenda Topics summary and/or background information, please let me know, and I can
email you that information. Also, Marianne G. has the CDs with the background information.
• We elected two GSRs to go to PRAASA (along with our DCMC) this weekend. Also, it is not
too late to elect a GSR to your home group if you do not already have one. We hold a new
GSR orientation on the second Wednesday of the month at 6:45 pm at St. John’s Lutheran
Church at 581 E. Fremont Avenue in Sunnyvale.
South County General Service, Nicco (not present)
SCCYPAA, Dana (no report)
Sober and Free, Linda
• The LGBTQ Conference will be held April 7–9 at the Hyatt Downtown San Jose. Registration
details will be available soon via our website, www.soberand free.org.
• A fundraiser, “Switch Hitters,” a drag queen show, will be held on Saturday, March 4 at the
Center for Spiritual Living, 1195 Clark Street in San Jose. Admission is $15, VIP seating is $20.
Please circulate event flyers at your meetings.
Open Forum
• Alex encourages writing letters to inmates in jail, and getting involved with Bridging the Gap to
help inmates getting sober in jail into recovery upon release, not their old life style.
• The meeting closed with the Responsibility Statement at 8:30pm.

Calling All Service Committee Reps!

The COIN would like to start featuring some more news about AA in
Santa Clara County. If you are involved in any capacity, consider contributing
a story about your group or committee or event to help keep our membership
informed. It’s free publicity and a great way to recruit! Please contact
coin@aasanjose.org.

April 7–9
April 22
May 5–7
May 20

LOCAL EVENTS
LGBTQ Conference, Hyatt Place San Jose Downtown, 282 S. Almaden
Blvd., San Jose, CA (www.soberand free.org)
Open Mic Night and Saturday Nite Live, 2634 Union Ave., San Jose,
9:30 pm to midnight ($5 suggested donation)
“Unity through Service,” 45th Annual Hospitals & Institutions Conference,
Napredak Hall, 770 Montague Expressway, San Jose
Early Bird Group 7th Annual Picnic, Kelley Park, 1300 Senter Road, San Jose,
10 am to 4 pm

May 21

SNL Annual Anniversary Picnic, Vasona Park, Los Gatos

June 10

Founders’ Day Banquet and History Presentation, Country Inn & Suites,
1300 Chesapeake Terrace, Sunnyvale, CA, 6:30 pm
31st Annual Alano Club Golf Classic, Los Lagos Golf Course, 2995 Tuers
Rd., San Jose, 9:30 am check-in, 10:30 am first tee time
Alano Club West Summer BBQ, 1555 S. 7th Street, San Jose, 2 pm to 6
pm (AA meeting at 6 pm)
Old Timers Meeting, Lincoln Glen Church, 2700 Booksin Ave, San Jose,
1:30 to 3:30 pm

June 11
June 24
August 6
August 26

SNL Thank You Picnic, Vasona Park,, Los Gatos

October 7

Take Your Sponsor to Brunch, Lincoln Glen Church, 2700 Booksin Ave,
San Jose, 11:30 am to 3 pm

June 9–11

CALIFORNIA EVENTS
NCCAA 70th Anniversary Summer Conference, Lions Gate Hotel, 3410
Westover Street, McClellan, CA

June 11

14th Annual Language of the Heart Women’s AA Brunch, Holiday Inn,
6680 Regional Street, Dublin, CA, 11 am to 2:30 pm

June 23–25

2nd Annual Pigeon Point Lighthouse Weekend of Reflection, North Santa
Cruz (pigeonpointretreat2016@gmail.com)

June 9–11

OUT OF STATE EVENTS
Founders’ Day Herald 82nd Anniversary of Alcoholics Anonymous, Akron,
Ohio (https://foundersdayregistration.akronaa.org/)

INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC.
Profit & Loss
March 2017

INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC.
Balance Sheet
As of March 31, 2017

INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC.
Group Contributions
March 2017

Looking for something to do? We are not a glum lot! Here
are just a few of Saturday Nite Live's upcoming events:
Saturday, April 22nd
Open Mic night at SNL from 9:30-Midnight
2634 Union Ave., San Jose
$5 suggested donation at the door
Sunday, May 21st
SNL Annual Anniversary Picnic
Vasona Park, Los Gatos
Saturday, August 26th
SNL Thank You Picnic
Vasona Park, Los Gatos
For more information on these events and how you too can be a
part of, please contact Yvonne @

The COIN is always looking for new writers, artists, cartoonists,
photographers… Any and all mediums to communicate the message of
recovery are welcome! Please email submissions to coin@aasanjose.org.
The deadline for the May issue is Wednesday, April 19th.

